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Abstract—Load balancing is the key to improve the performance of data center networks (DCN). The de facto scheme,
Equal Cost MultiPath (ECMP) is well-known for its inferior
performance due to the coarse-grained and congestion-oblivious
nature. As such, more fine-grained and congestion-aware schemes
recently emerge. However, current network-based schemes require special modifications to existing switch hardware that
makes them hard to deploy. In addition, current edge-based
schemes can not achieve optimal load balancing performance
due to the lack of accurate in-network congestion information.
We propose EMAN, as the first step to achieve optimal
load balancing in DCN at the edge. Instead of trying to get
the exact network congestion condition (hard to be done at
the edge), EMAN directly distributes outbound traffic from a
sending endhost proportional to bandwidth of each path, to
balance the path utilization. By dynamically updating each paths
available bandwidth using feedback from the receiver, EMAN can
gracefully react to network asymmetries caused by failure and
flow competition. Both testbed and simulation results show that
EMAN can improve the performance by up to 80% (testbed)
compared to ECMP, and 66% (simulation) compared to the
latest edge-based congestion-aware schemes. EMAN has been
implemented as a hot-pluggable Linux kernel module which is
transparent to existing applications and kernel TCP stack.

I. I NTRODUCTION
To meet the increasingly stringent performance requirement,
current data center networks (DCN) have been engineered
to provide large bi-section bandwidth with a dense interconnect topology, which comprises many parallel paths between
servers [1]–[4]. In practice, Equal Cost Multi Path (ECMP) [5]
is commonly used to balance traffic among these paths in production DCNs [2], [4]. However, it is well-known that ECMP
does not perform well due to its coarse-grained (flow-based)
and congestion-oblivious (static hash) load balancing manner,
which can waste more than 50% network bandwidth [6].
As such, to solve this problem, several works [7]–[10] have
recently emerged proposing more fine-grained congestionaware schemes.
While it is relatively easy to find a more fine-grained load
balancing unit (e.g. flowlet [7], [8], flowcell [11] or packet [9],
[10]), it is much more challenging to balance load across
multiple paths based on their dynamic congestion conditions.
Previous works try to solve this problem along two directions:
• Network-based schemes (e.g. [7], [12]) rely on innetwork monitoring to get real-time traffic information on
each switch port. As such, it can quickly distribute traffic
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according to each path’s current congestion condition.
For example, switches may tag information such as
queue length and port utilization in the packet header,
so the sender can balance traffic accordingly. However,
this requires non-trivial switch hardware changes, which
hinders their deployment.
• More recent works have proposed edge-based schemes
(e.g. [8], [9]), which only require modifications to endhosts’ software. However, they have very limited path
condition information thus can only surmise whether a
path is congested or not based on common signals such
as explicit congestion notification (ECN) [13] or roundtrip-time (RTT). However, ECN or RTT signals do not
specify the accurate congestion degree of a path, i.e.,
how much traffic should be decreased/increased thus to
exactly fully utilize this path. As such, current edge-based
schemes just tentatively spread less traffic on a path until
the congestion signals disappear, which makes their load
balancing decisions inaccurate.
Thus from a philosophical standpoint, it is worth asking:
Can load balancing be done at the edge without modifying
existing network hardware, while still distribute traffic to multiple paths in an accurate congestion-aware manner? In this
paper, we try to answer this question with a novel edge-based
scheme called EMAN (Edge-based load balancing through
Monitoring Available baNdwidth). EMAN works based on a
simple intuition: Instead of heuristically increasing/decreasing
traffic on a path after detecting congestion on it, EMAN
sender directly distributes traffic proportionally to each path’s
bandwidth. This can balance the utilization of all parallel
paths and reach the maximum throughput.
Although this intuition has been proven to be optimal in
symmetric networks [10], real data center environment is much
more challenging since asymmetric cases often happen [14],
[15]. For example, link bandwidth may downgrade. In order
to balance the utilization, the traffic distribution ratio needs to
be quickly adjusted to the latest path bandwidth. What’s more
challenging, even we can quickly get the latest bandwidth, only
distributing traffic based on path bandwidth but oblivious to
other flows still cannot get us good performance. For example
in Fig. 1(b), if we keep distributing flow F1 and F2 based
on the paths’ bandwidth ratio (i.e., 10:40), these two flows
both can only get 25 Gbps throughput (5 and 20 Gbps on
each path), since link Spine 2↔Leaf 3 will be the bottleneck.
However, the maximum throughput should be 60 Gbps.
To address above challenges, we extend the path bandwidth
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Fig. 1. Various asymmetric cases.

to a wider concept, called available bandwidth. The available
bandwidth is defined as the bandwidth that a flow can get
on a path considering link speed changes and other flows’
competition1 . Specifically, the available bandwidth is the
path’s current physical capacity when the flow is the only
one on the path; And it becomes the flow’s fair share to
the path bandwidth when there are other flows competing
with it. Instead of tentatively decreasing sending rate after
seeing congestion signals on a path, whose performance is
very sensitive to the predefined rate-decreasing amount and
the delay of congestion feedback, EMAN directly distributes
traffic proportional to the path available bandwidth. As such,
it loosens the requirement of accurate real-time congestion
degree which is hard to get at the edge.
To dynamically monitor each path’s available bandwidth,
EMAN leverages the collaboration of the receiver and the
existing ECN signals. Particularly, by tagging path ID into
each packet at the sender, the receiver can count the arrived
packets and feedback the real-time transmission rate on each
path back to the sender. Since ECN signals indicates that
a path has currently been saturated (either this flow alone
saturates it or this flow has saturated its fair-share bandwidth),
EMAN can detect a path’s available bandwidth from the
current transmission rate when receiving ECNs.
The major contributions of this work are summarized as
follows:
• We present EMAN, a novel edge-based congestion-aware
load balancing scheme for DCN. By monitoring path
available bandwidth using the information from ECN and
the receiver, EMAN can well balance the network load
at the edge without in-network monitoring.
• We have implemented EMAN as a hot-pluggable Linux
kernel module based on netfilter [18] framework, which
is transparent to applications and system stack. The
implementation incurs little CPU processing overhead
(∼8% of a 2 GHz CPU core).
• Micro and macro benchmarks in simulation and testbed
show that EMAN can improve the performance by up to
80% compared to ECMP, and 66% compared to the latest
edge-based congestion-aware schemes.
II. M OTIVATION AND I NSIGHT
Before we go into the detailed design, we first overview the
motivation and design insights of EMAN. Specifically:
1 This paper considers load balancing for TCP flows since it contributes the
most majority traffic (if not all) in DCNs [16], [17].

1) We first introduce how existing edge-based load balancing schemes detect congestion and distribute traffic, and
then analyze why their performance is inferior through a
simple example;
2) Next, we show that load balancing based on path bandwidth can well address the problem and achieve superior
performance, but facing practical challenges;
3) Finally, we discuss the possible solutions to above challenges, and come out with our idea of load balancing
based on available bandwidth at the edge.
A. Why existing edge-based schemes not enough?
Clove [8] and Hermes [9] are two representative edgebased load balancing schemes. Different from network-based
schemes, they have no in-network information to accurately
detect the congestion degree in real-time. As such, they use
RTT or ECN signals to surmise a path’s congestion condition:
• Clove maintains a weight for each parallel path and distributes traffic on each path proportionally to its weight.
At the initial state, each path has an equal weight. When
ECN appears on a path which indicates congestion, Clove
will decrease the path’s weight with a certain amount
(Clove paper recommends to decrease by 1/3), so less
traffic will be distributed on this path.
• Hermes combines both ECN and RTT to estimate a path’s
condition. A path is considered to be good when both the
frequency of ECN and RTT are within some threshold.
Packets of a flow will be sent to the same good path
unless the path is detected to be not good, and switched
to another good path2 .
We use the following simple experiment to detailedly analyze Clove and Hermes’ behavior. Consider the case shown
in Fig. 1(a). There are two parallel paths in the network,
where one’s bandwidth is 6 Gbps, and the other’s bandwidth
downgrades to 3 Gbps due to failure. A TCP flow is passing
through these two paths, coming from switch Leaf 1 and
destined to Leaf 2. We assume that the input and output
bandwidth is big enough and the bottleneck of the flow’s
throughput would only appear in the network paths.
We use NS2 [19] to simulate above scenario and evaluate
the performance using Clove and Hermes for load balancing,
respectively (detailed simulation settings in Sec. V). Fig. 2(a)
shows the average flow throughput. We can see that both
Hermes and Clove can only utilize less than 70% of the
whole network capacity (9 Gbps). The detailed reasons of their
inferior performance are as follows:
• Clove initially distributes traffic to these two paths with
a ratio of 1:1 (equal weight). After the TCP flow’s
throughput increases to 6 Gbps (i.e. 3 Gbps for each
path), it will get ECN from the left path. Now the weight
of left path will decay to 32 . Later, the traffic will be
distributed to the two paths with a ratio of 2:3 ( 32 :1). The
2 More specifically, Hermes will not switch path too aggressively, and only
switch flow with enough bytes left to be sent and the current path has very
low speed, thus to ensure that there will be performance gain considering the
packets out-of-order after switching path.
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Fig. 2. Simple asymmetric case (Fig. 1(a)): The flow throughput and the ratio
of traffic rate on the two paths (left path rate : right path rate).

•

TCP flow will not decrease its throughput now (Clove
will intercept ECN until it sees ECN on all parallel paths)
and the current rate on the two paths become 2.4 Gbps
and 3.6 Gbps, respectively. Next, when the flow grows
up to 7.5 Gbps (3 Gbps on the left and 4.5 Gbps on the
right), the left path will get ECN again and its weight will
decay to 49 . So the rate on the two paths are 2.3 Gbps
and 5.2 Gbps respectively. Following this procedure, the
right path will finally get ECN when the flow throughput
reaches 8.6 Gbps (2.6 Gbps on the left and 6 Gbps on
the right), and the TCP flow starts to decrease its rate.
After that, the weight of these two paths return to 2:3
( 94 : 23 ). Therefore, the traffic ratio among these two paths
will continue varying between 4:9 and 2:3 as shown in
Fig. 2(b) (the pattern starts from time ∼25 ms), but do
not converge to the right ratio of 1:2. This explains why
Clove can not fully utilize these two paths simultaneously.
Hermes will randomly pick up one path at the initial
status, since no path is estimated as bad path. Next, when
the flow’s throughput grows up and saturates that path,
ECN appears and RTT grows up. As such, this path will
be considered as bad path and traffic will be switched to
the other path. Such greedy path selection scheme can
only choose one path during a period of time. As we
can see in Fig. 2(c), traffic oscillates between these two
paths3 . As such, Hermes also can not fully utilize the two
paths simultaneously.

To summarize, although ECN and RTT can reflect congestion, it is hard to tell the exact congestion degree only with
these two signals. Particularly, ECN will only appear on a
path or a path’s RTT will only grow up evidently when the
path is already saturated and congested4 . As such, switching
3 Note that to show the oscillation clear, we do not enable the parameter R
in Hermes here. We set R to be 40% in all the rest experiments.
4 Note that the small variance of RTT may be caused by host stack’s
processing delay, so only evidently increasing of RTT can be considered as
congestion signals.

to a new path only after these signals appear is often too late,
since TCP flows will have already decreased their throughput
reacting to congestion. Moreover, even one like Clove can
deliberately intercept and hide the ECN signals, we do not
know how much load should be switched from this path and
how much load other paths can accept.
B. Balance the parallel paths’ utilization
Actually, it is not difficult to show that if a load balancing
scheme keeps the utilization of all parallel paths always equal,
the TCP flow can get maximal throughput which reaches the
aggregate bandwidth of all paths (assuming the packets outof-order has been handled). Apparently, in above simple case
(Fig.1(a)), we can reach this by always distributing traffic
to parallel paths with the proportion of their bandwidth.
The results in Fig. 2(a) (denoted as Bw-based) show that
such traffic distribution manner indeed reaches the optimal
performance.
However, balancing traffic according to path bandwidth
faces practical challenges in real DCN, especially at the edge:
• Path bandwidth would often change, so we need to
get the accurate path bandwidth quickly. Particularly,
failure events are norm rather than exception in largescale DCNs [14], [15], [20]. Links can often have speed
degradation or be totally broken due to failures. Waiting
for routing plane to collect global view is always too slow
(e.g., seconds and minutes level [4], [6], [21]).
• A path may be contented by multiple flows between
different pairs of end hosts, so the bandwidth is shared.
It would cause unbalanced load if a flow only distributes
traffic according to the path bandwidth without considering other flows’ influence (It’s not practical for different
end hosts to get each other’s real-time traffic information
in data-center scale). For example, in Fig. 1(b), if flow F1
and F2 both distribute traffic with ratio of 1:4 (10 G:40
G) but oblivious to each other’s existence, they will both
get ECN back and slow down when the flow speed only
reaches 25 Gbps, since the right path is congested (F1
and F2 each contributes 20 Gbps, respectively).
C. Load balancing based on available bandwidth
Based on above discussion, we can see that a dynamic available bandwidth probing scheme is necessary. As introduced
before (§I), the available bandwidth is the actual bandwidth a
flow can get on a path, considering the impact of failure and
other flows’ contention. Specifically in our EMAN, a path’s
available bandwidth is detected as its current transmission
rate when receiving ECNs. We now discuss that why splitting
traffic proportionally to the available bandwidth can well
balance the network utilization (experiments in §V):
• It can quickly react to link speed degradation. For example in Fig. 1(a), before failure happens (all links are
6 Gbps), the TCP flow distributes traffic equally to the
two paths, and the total throughput is 12 Gbps. The
transmission rate on each path is 6 Gbps. After the left
link downgrades from 6 Gbps to 3 Gbps, the left link
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will soon get ECN back. Since the transmission rate will
also downgrade to the path capacity (i.e. 3 Gbps), then
the sender will update its available bandwidth to 3 Gbps,
and distribute traffic with the right ratio (i.e. 1:2).
• It can also quickly react to flow contention. For example
in Fig. 1(b), the two flows first distribute their traffic
according to the two paths’ capacity, i.e. 10:40. Then the
right path will get ECN when both flows’ speed grow up
to 25 Gbps. Now F1 and F2 each has 5 Gbps on the left
and 20 Gbps on the right. Then both flow update their
available bandwidth of the right path to 20 Gbps, and
distributes later traffic with ratio of 10:20. And later on,
each flow can reach 30 Gbps and simultaneously fully
utilize the two paths (10 Gbps on the left path and 20
Gbps on the right).
Next, we will detailedly introduce how we design EMAN
based on above intuition.
III. EMAN D ESIGN
A. Overview
Fig. 3(a) shows the architecture of EMAN. EMAN works
as a transparent shim layer below the end hosts’ existing
network stack. It pro-actively selects path for each packet by
encapsulating/decapsulating packet through overlay tunnels.
Specifically, since current DCN fabric uses ECMP for
underlying multipath routing (hash the 5-tuple), we can proactively select network path at the end hosts by changing the
packets’ 5-tuple. So at the sender side, for path selection,
EMAN encapsulates each packet with a new layer 4 (L4)
tunnel header, and existing techniques (e.g., traceroute [8]
and XPath [22]) are leveraged to enforce explicit routing path
control. EMAN maintains a path table for each pair of communication ends, tracking each path’s available bandwidth, and
dynamically distributes traffic to parallel paths according to
the table. Path information can be shared among all transport
flows between the same sender and the receiver.
At the receiver side, EMAN decapsulates the tunnel header
and restores the packets coming from different paths into their
original sending order, and then passes them to the host stack.
EMAN receiver maintains a path feedback table for each pair
of communication ends, and feeds paths’ information back to
the sender for calculating the path available bandwidth.

EMAN can handle multiple communication pairs by simply
duplicating the processing scheme for a single pair, so for
clarity of presentation (except where otherwise noted), our
discussion is in the context of a single pair. Note that all
EMAN end hosts are bi-directional, i.e., EMAN shim layer
deals with sending and receiving packets simultaneously. We
only consider TCP traffic in this paper which is the vast
majority in production DCNs [4], [17], [23].
B. Packet format
As Fig. 3(b) shows, EMAN encapsulates a packet into a
transport (L4) tunnel (i.e. UDP or TCP) for path selection.
There are plenty of mature tunnel techniques which are widely
used in DCNs [24], [25], so we omit the introduction of the
tunnel header here.
An EMAN header is also inserted after the L4 tunnel header
which carries necessary information for monitoring each path’s
available bandwidth. We briefly introduce the EMAN header
fields here, and discuss how to use them for making load
balancing decisions later in more details. Note that EMAN
receiver piggybacks path information in data packets back to
the sender, so EMAN header simultaneously contains information both set by the sender and receiver. Specifically, EMAN
header contains the following fields.
• Sequence Number (24 bits): This field uniquely identifies an EMAN packet between a communication pair.
It is set by the sender and incremented by one for each
packet sent out between this pair.
• Flags (8 bits): It contains three flag bits, FBE, P and
FBP. FBE is set by the receiver, feeding back whether
this path has recently encountered ECN signals. P is set
by the sender, indicating whether it is a rate probing
packet. FBP is set by the receiver, indicating whether
this packet contains the feedback probing rate.
• FB Path ID (16 bits) and FB Path RRate (32 bits):
These two fields are set by the receiver to feedback
the current receiving rate on a certain path. FB Path ID
identifies a path, and FB Path RRate is the receiving rate.
• Probe ID (8 bits), FB Probe ID (8 bits): Probe ID is
only valid when P bit is set. This field is set by the sender,
uniquely identifying a probing round. FB Probe ID is
only valid when FBP bit is set. This field is set by the

receiver, feeding back the current probing round and its
receiving rate (in field FB Path RRate).
C. EMAN sender
Path selection: At the sender, EMAN records the current
available bandwidth for each path in the path table, and selects
path for each packet based on it. Specifically, for each packet,
EMAN will select a path in a smooth weighted round-robin
manner using the path’s available bandwidth as its weight.
Detecting transmission rate: As introduced before, to measure a path’s available bandwidth, EMAN needs to measure
the transmission rate on it. Specifically, whenever EMAN
receiver sees an ECN or probing packet on a path, it starts
to record the number of bytes received from this path for the
successive C ratecalc packets. Then it calculates the actual
packet receiving rate during this time period and feedbacks it
to the sender (in the FB Path ID and FB Path RRate fields),
then stops recording for this path. EMAN relies on instant
ECN marking as described in [23]. Note that an ECN packet
will reset and restart the rate calculating period even when
it has been enabled by a probing packet, since the receiving
rate can reflect the available bandwidth more accurately when
ECN indicates that the path has been fully utilized.
Updating available bandwidth: Then we can dynamically
monitor each path’s available bandwidth based on its current
transmission rate. Specifically, a path’s available bandwidth is
initialized to be its physical capacity, and will be updated in
the following two conditions:
•

•

Seeing ECNs: When ECN appears on a path (i.e., FBE
bit is set in feedback packets), its available bandwidth is
updated to its current transmission rate.
Proactive probing: The available bandwidth updated by
ECNs may get outdated. For example, a path’s capacity
may restore after failure or the competing flows may
disappear. If we keep distributing traffic to this path using
a relatively low weight, the path may never get ECN
anymore since other paths may always be the traffic
bottleneck. So it is necessary to re-probe the available
bandwidth if ECNs have not be seen on a path for a
relatively long time. Specifically, EMAN will proactively
probe a path after a timeout (denoted as T explore) if
not seeing ECNs. During the probing, the sender will
force C ratecalc successive packets going through the
target path. Each probing round has a unique ID which
is tagged into the header field Probe ID. Then according
to the feedback information (FB Path RRate), the sender
updates its available bandwidth.

D. EMAN receiver
The receiver side is relatively easy. Specifically, when
EMAN receiver receives a packet, it first decapsulates the
packet and updates the path feedback table. The path feedback
table records the ECN and probing signals and the number of
bytes received on each path, which are used to calculate a
path’s receiving rate.

After that, the receiver hands over the packet to the host
network stack if it is in-order, or otherwise, it puts the packet
in the reorder buffer and hands it over to the host stack later
when the former packets have arrived. If former packets have
not arrived for a certain period of time, EMAN will hand over
all packets in the reorder buffer and let the host stack to deal
with the out-of-order packets.
When there is packet sending back from the receiver to
the sender, EMAN will choose one path’s information in the
feedback table in a round-robin manner to feedback (as in [7],
path information that recently changed can also be preferred
as an optimization).
E. Parameter settings
One beautiful point of EMAN is that it has very few handcrafted parameters. Specifically, EMAN has only three groups
of parameters: 1) C ratecalc. C ratecalc is suggested to be
just large enough to accurately monitor a path’s transmission
rate, which in our practice is ∼20 packets. 2) T explore,
the timeout length for proactive probing. If path selection
is proportional to all paths’ available bandwidth, ECN will
periodically appear on all paths since the TCP flow can
saturate all parallel paths. So T explore should be set longer
than the time that TCP flows need to increase the throughput to
saturate a path. According to the congestion control behavior,
in the worst case (i.e., there is a single flow and its cwnd
linearly grows from 1), it needs BDP rounds of RTT to saturate
a path (e.g., ∼50 ms for 10 Gbps bandwidth and 250 us RTT).
3) L, the size of reorder buffer, and Treorder , the maximum
time for waiting out-of-order packets in the reorder buffer.
L needs to be just large enough to cover the normal out-oforder degree across parallel paths, which is typically tens of
MBs in production DCNs (i.e., total buffer size on a network
path [23]). Similarly, Treorder needs to be just large enough to
cover the delay variance across paths, which is typically less
than 10 ms in a 10 Gbps network.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION
We have implemented EMAN as a Linux kernel module
which can be hot-plugged and hot-unplugged when the system
is running. Our implementation has about 2K lines of code.
Specifically, EMAN is built based on netfilter [18] framework.
It intercepts the outbound and inbound packets using netfilter
LOCAL OUT hook (catch packets from L3 to L2 in the stack)
and LOCAL IN hook (from L2 to L3), respectively.
For the outbound packets, we first insert a UDP header (as
the L4 tunnel header) and the EMAN header before the original packet. We choose UDP tunnel here since it is very simple
and incurs small header length overhead. Since the original IP
header is tunneled into the payload, we also copy the original
IP header and insert it before the packet as the new IP header
(with the length updated and checksum recalculated). Then,
we fill the newly inserted UDP and EMAN header according
to the path table, and send the packets out. The UDP source
port is used as the identification of a network path, and we
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in Fig. 1(b). Fig. 4 shows the results. EMAN almost achieves
the maximum throughput (57.4 out of 60 Gbps), which is
∼46% and ∼97% better than Hermes and Clove, respectively.
EMAN distributes traffic just as described before (§II-C). It
first sends traffic with ratio of 1:1 to the two paths, and
converges to 1:2 after several rounds of ECN update and active
probing. The big spike of traffic ratio at the initial state appears
when one path gets ECN back but the other is still using the
initial pre-configured available bandwidth. Hermes only uses
the 40 Gbps path in this case, since it is considered much better
than the other 10 Gbps link and the current rate is above the
threshold (0.4×40 Gbps) for switching paths. Clove does not
behave well since it always can not decay to the right weight
for both paths. Fig. 4(e) shows the throughput of the two flows
and their aggregate throughput as the time changes in EMAN.
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Simulation setup: We implement EMAN as well as the
latest edge-based schemes Clove [8] and Hermes5 [9] on
NS2 [19] simulation platform. We do not compare with
network-based schemes such as CONGA [7], since they require network hardware modification which are not deployment friendly. The base RTT in our simulated network is
160 us. Correspondingly, the ECN threshold and the queue
length are set to be 1 BDP and 3 BDPs, respectively [27].
TCP minRTO is 5 ms. Without explicitly specified, we use the
following setups for each method: 1) For EMAN, Cratecalc is
10 packets. Texplore is 50x network base RTT. L is 6Mb and
Treorder is 5ms. 2) For Clove, the path weight decay ratio is
2/3, and the ECN hiding time length is 200x RTTs. 3) For
Hermes, Tecn is 40%. TRT T low and TRT T high are 20 us +
RTT and 2 RTTs, respectively. S and R are 600 KB and 30%.
1) Simple asymmetric case: We evaluate EMAN using the
same simple asymmetric case in Fig. 1(a). Results in Fig. 2
show that EMAN can quickly probe the bandwidth of the
downgraded link and get the right traffic distribution ratio.
Specifically, the traffic ratio is initialized to 1:1. Then the
two paths will get ECN back successively and their available
bandwidth is updated. After that, EMAN converges to the
right traffic ratio of 1:2. As such, EMAN get almost the
same throughput as the optimal bandwidth-based method in
this case, which is ∼40% and ∼90% better than Clove and
Hermes, respectively. Note that the slight ratio churn during
transmission is caused by the small inaccuracy of active
probing and receiving rate measurement.
2) Asymmetric case with flow competition: Next, we
evaluate EMAN using the more complicated asymmetric case
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V. E VALUATION
Our evaluation mainly shows the following three points:
• Detailed simulation experiments show that EMAN can
gracefully handle various asymmetric network conditions.
• Larger simulation experiments using real workload traces
show that EMAN can significantly improve the load
balancing performance in real DCNs.
• Testbed experiments show that our EMAN implementation has very small system overhead and can well balance
traffic in practice.
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32.5

(a) Throughput.
Path rate ratio
(left : right)

leverage the traceroute [8] to explicitly pre-map the source
ports to physical paths.
For the inbound packets, we just decapuslate the packets
and update the path feedback table, then remove the outer IP
header, UDP tunnel header, and EMAN header. Note that the
ECN signal (if any) is tagged in the outer IP header (TOS
field), so we also copy the ECN field into the original IP
header. Then, EMAN will reorder the out-of-order packets in
a reorder buffer, and hand over the original packets to the
stack.
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Fig. 5. Quick reaction to network dynamics.

3) Quick reaction to network dynamics: We now analyze
how fast EMAN reacts to network dynamics. We use the
same topology as before (Fig. 1(b)). Different from the former
experiments, we let F1 keep running and let F2 join in the
middle and leave the network after a while. Fig. 5 shows the
throughput of the two flows and flow 1’s (F1) rate on each
path as the time grows. We can see that before F2 starts, F1
converges to the maximum throughput (i.e., 50 Gbps). When
F2 joins, F1 quickly adjusts the traffic distribution ratio (from
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Fig. 7. Large-scale simulations: The
average flow completion time.

1:4 to 1:2) and the two flows gradually converge to 30 Gbps.
After F2 leaves, F1 restores its traffic distribution ratio back
to 1:4 and achieves 50 Gbps again in about 30 ms.
4) Overall throughput under various asymmetric cases:
We now enumerate all the link speed downgrade conditions.
Specifically, we consider all the combinations of the total
six links in Fig. 1(b) downgraded to 10Gbps. We evaluate
how EMAN performs under various asymmetric cases. Fig. 6
shows the CDF of the overall network utilization under all
the cases. EMAN achieves more than 85% utilization in more
than 80% cases and achieves 80% utilization even under the
most extreme cases.
5) Larger networks: We simulate a larger leaf-spine network, which have 4 leaf switches each with 16 servers connected through a 10G access link. Each leaf switch has 4 40G
upward links connected with 4 spine switches, respectively.
Two links (one between leaf 2↔spine 1 and the other leaf
2↔spine 2) downgrade to 10 Gbps due to failure. This is the
largest scale for packet-level simulation that can be finished in
acceptable time on our simulation servers. To evaluate the load
balancing performance, we generate permutation traffic from
each server in the left half of the network to the right half, with
flow size sampled from two real data center workloads, websearch [23] and data-mining [2]. Flow arrives at the Poisson
process and we adjust the flow inter arrival time to generate
different load (from 0.1 to 0.9). Fig. 7 shows the average
FCT under web-search workload for different loads. EMAN
behaves the best at all the loads, improving the FCT by
∼5%-66% compared to Clove and Hermes, and ∼17%-75%
compared to ECMP. We only show web-search results here
due to space limitation, but EMAN also has similar better
performance than Clove and Hermes under symmetric and
asymmetric conditions for data-mining workload, respectively.
B. Testbed experiments
Host
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Switch 1
Host
1.2

Host
2.1

Path 1

Switch 2
Path 2

Host
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Fig. 8. Testbed topology.

Testbed setup: We build a small testbed as shown in Fig. 8.
It consists of two switches with two 1 Gbps parallel paths
between them. The two switches are logical switches through
configuring two VRFs within one physical Arista 7050S-64
switch. ECMP is enabled between the two parallel paths.
There are two end hosts behind each switch. Each end host
is a virtual machine (VM) running Ubuntu 18.04.1 system.

Host 1.1/1.2 and 2.1/2.2 are located on two physical machines
(Dell R720, E5-2620 2 GHz CPU, 4-port Intel Gigabit NIC),
respectively. Each host VM is allocated with 1 dedicated CPU
core, and 1 Gbps NIC port connected to the switch. The endto-end RTT between hosts behind the two switches are ∼1 ms,
so we configure the ECN marking threshold to be 128 KB on
each path. We set EMAN’s parameters C ratecalc to be 10,
T explore to be 1 s, L to be 500 packets and T reorder
to be 100 ms. We generate TCP traffic using iPerf [28] tools,
with MSS set to be 1350 (reserve space for EMAN headers).
We do not compare Clove [8] and Hermes [9] in our testbed
because their implementation are not available.
1) System overhead: To evaluate the overhead of our
system implementation, we first install EMAN kernel module
on host 1.1 and 2.1, and generate traffic with maximum
speed between them. Compared to original TCP, results show
that EMAN incurs almost zero CPU overhead on the sender
side. EMAN receiver side needs to do more computation
including rate calculation and packet reordering. However, on
the receiver side, EMAN also only incurs ∼8% extra CPU
utilization on a single CPU core (2 GHz) VM. As for the
extra packet header, EMAN incurs ∼3% throughput overhead
compared to original TCP (original TCP ∼930 Mbps and
EMAN ∼900 Mbps)6 .
2) Load balancing according to path condition: During
the TCP transmission, we generate a UDP flow with 500 Mbps
constant rate on path 1 to emulate a link failure (last for
10 seconds), and examine whether EMAN can balance load
according to the path condition.
• Without flow competition. We first consider the case that
there is only one flow in the network. We generate one
TCP flow from host 1.1 to 2.1 with maximum speed, and
evaluate the flow throughput before, during, and after the
UDP flow appears on path 1. Fig. 9(a) shows the results.
The flow throughput in EMAN only drops temporarily
when the UDP flow joins, since it encounters ECN. Then
EMAN quickly switches most of the flow traffic to path
2 (1:2 on the two paths) and its throughput recovers. The
flow throughput drops again just before the UDP flow
ends, because the flow grows up to ∼900 Mbps and path
1 encounters ECN again (path 1 is saturated by the UDP
plus TCP flow). We also evaluate the original ECMP’s
performance for comparison. Fig. 9(a) shows that, when
the UDP flow occupies the path bandwidth, the TCP flow
on this path drops to about 200 Mbps (note that TCP flow
cannot fairly compete with a UDP flow).
• With flow competition. We now consider a more complex case that multiple flows competing within the network. Specifically, we generate two TCP flows from
host 1.1/1.2 to 2.1/2.2 with maximum speed, respectively.
Now the network does not only encounter path speed
degradation (caused by outside UDP flow), but also will
be congested by the two flows’ competition. Fig. 9(b) and
Fig. 9(c) show the two flows’ throughput of ECMP and
6 This

is the application throughput excluding all the packet headers.
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Fig. 9. Testbed experiment results.

EMAN, before, during, and after the UDP flow appears
on path 1. In ECMP, we deliberately force the two flows
going through two different paths. Results show that the
throughput of flow 1 (on path 1) drops to about 200 Mbps
when the UDP flow appears. However, for EMAN, The
two flows evenly utilize the two paths before path 1’s
speed downgrades, and both switch to path 2 when the
UDP flow appears on path 1. As such, both of the flow
can remain about 460 Mbps during path 1’s speed degradation. Note that since TCP can not fairly compete with
UDP, EMAN will actively move traffic to the other path
since path 1 frequently receives ECN signals. As such, the
two flows only have a relatively low throughput on path 1,
having the overall throughput (about 920 Mbps) a slightly
higher than one path’s maximum throughput (about 900
Mbps considering packet header overhead). However, in
real cases when link speed slowdown due to failure
instead of emulated by UDP, EMAN can gracefully utilize
all available paths’ bandwidth, as shown before (§V-A).
We do not evaluate the real link-slowdown since our
switch ports do not support such feature.
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symmetric topology. However, real data center networks often
encounter asymmetry, where their performance are inferior.
Congestion-aware load balancing distribute traffic according
to paths’ dynamic congestion condition, which can be further
classified into two types. 1) Centralized congestion-aware
scheme such as [6], [35], [36] use centralized way to monitor
the whole network condition and then schedule traffic accordingly. However, the centralized monitoring and scheduling
incurs long latency, which makes them hard to handle the fast
network dynamics. 2) Distributed congestion-aware scheme
such as [10], [12], [37] as well as the aforementioned [7]–[9]
monitor network condition and schedule traffic distributively
in each end host (edge-based) or switch (network-based).
However, as introduced before, network-based works require
non-trivial modifications to network hardware [7], [10], [12],
and edge-based works can not achieve good performance due
to the lack of in-network information [8], [9], [37].
Besides, multi-path transport [38]–[40] is another direction
to balance traffic, which splits a flow to multiple sub-flows.
However, it requires significant changes to transport stack,
which is hard to deploy for public clouds hosting client VMs.

VI. D ISCUSSION

VIII. C ONCLUSION

Per-packet processing overhead. EMAN requires perpacket processing to achieve fine-grained load balancing,
which may raise concern of processing overhead. However,
our evaluation shows that such overhead is negligible in 1Gbps
environment (§V-B1). Moreover, previous work [9]–[11], [29]
show that with careful implementation, per-packet processing
can well support 10Gbps link speed. As EMAN works as
a shim layer transparent to applications and network stacks,
we can offload EMAN onto NICs. The deployment of high
programmable NICs in DCNs [30]–[32] offers us a great
chance to implement EMAN. We will study it in the future.
Paths with large delay/bandwidth difference. If failures
lead to large delay/bandwidth difference among multiple paths,
EMAN can adaptively trim those worst paths, thus to avoid
using too many buffer spaces at the receiver side to reorder
packets. Since EMAN always monitor each path’s condition
with feedback from the receiving end, it is easy to find out
those extremely bad paths and wipe them out.

Load balancing for data center networks is an active research area with plenty of ongoing works. However, current
works either require non-trivial network hardware modification, or can not achieve good load balancing performance
only with endhost’s software changes. Our proposed EMAN,
an important complement to this area, is just a hot-pluggable
endhost kernel module which is transparent to both applications and system stacks, meanwhile, can well balance traffic
based on network paths’ available bandwidth. Our testbed and
simulation experiments show that EMAN greatly improves the
performance compared to existing edge-based schemes.

VII. R ELATED W ORK
According to the capability of congestion awareness, load
balancing works for DCNs can be classified as two types.
Static load balancing such as [11], [33], [34] try to split
traffic in very fine-grained unit to balance the network load,
but being oblivious to path congestion. They behave well in
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